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Abstract
The electronic structure of quasicrystalline Al-Pd-Mn is investigated by means of valence and
core level photoelectron spectroscopy. Variations of the photoionization cross section in the
constituents' valence electronic levels as a function of photon energy are used to identify
contributions from the different atomic species, in particular near the Pd 4d Cooper minimum.
Resonant photoemission at the Mn 2p absorption edge shows the contribution of the Mn 3d
states to the density of states in a region near the Fermi level. The asymmetry of Pd 3d and
Mn 2p core level photoemission lines, and its difference for emission from metallic and
quasicrystalline phases is utilized to infer the contributions of the different constituents to the
density of states at the Fermi level.

PACS numbers: 71.23.F, 79.60, 71.20.B

-21. Introduction
In spite of more than a decade of intense research, the intriguing physical properties of
quasicrystalline alloys, such as their extremely low electrical conductivities, unusual optical
conductivities s(w), or low electronic contributions to the specific heat, still await explanation
in terms of the characteristics of the valence level states 1-4. In order to achieve such insight, it
is necessary to adapt conventional notions used to describe the electronic structure in periodic
solids to the unique order and symmetry of quasicrystals. For a detailed understanding of the
electronic structure, photoelectron spectroscopy has developed into an extremely useful tool5,
6,

and thus has also been applied to quasicrystalline materials in recent years; an overview of

work performed until 1998 is given by Stadnik (see reference 4 and references therein). Issues
addressed in recent studies have been the evidence for the existence of a pseudogap 7-9, the
assignment of features in the valence level spectrum to the different constituent atoms 10 from
cross-section considerations and resonant photoemission, and the evidence for dispersing
states in the valence level spectrum 11, 12. Attention has also been paid to the variations in
relative intensities in the valence level region, and the intensities and line shapes of core level
emission13, 14 .
Here we take up these issues in a core and valence level photoemission study from the
fivefold surface of icosahedral Al-Pd-Mn, from both cleaved and sputter-annealed surfaces.
We distinguish contributions from each atomic species to the valence level region of the
spectrum, and to the density of states at EF in particular. These studies are based on
differences in cross-section on the one hand, which are accentuated by varying the kinetic
energy of emission from specific levels. Another method employed is resonant photoemission
from specific regions in the valence band, upon crossing an excitation threshold for a deep
core level. Finally, we identify contributions to the region in the immediate vicinity of the
Fermi level from the core level line shape, a method that so far has not been applied to
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asymmetric, having a tail towards the high binding energy side of the line, due to the
screening of the core hole by electron-hole pair excitations across the Fermi level. This
asymmetry depends, among other things, on the valence density of states of the core-ionized
element. Thus a measurement of the asymmetry of core level lines form the different elements
in an alloy may permit an identification of those elements which most strongly contribute to
the density of states at EF. This approach, rarely used in photoemission studies, turns out to
yield large differences in the asymmetry parameter, which may be related to electronic
structure calculations and results from other experimental probes.

2. Experimental
The experiments were carried out on beamline 7.0.1 at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, California. Photons from a 5 cm period undulator are dispersed by a
spherical grating monochromator equipped with three grids covering the photon energy range
from about 60 to 1200 eV, with a spectral resolution DE/E of about 3000 to 5000. The
photoelectrons excited by the uv light are energy-analyzed by an electrostatic hemispherical
electron energy analyzer (PHI model 10-360) and detected by a channelplate array. One set of
data was recorded from bulk samples of i-Al70.5Pd21Mn8.5, which were cleaved in ultrahigh
vacuum (base pressure 2 x 10-10 mbar) perpendicular to the fivefold axis, to expose a rough
but optically reflecting surface. Another set of data was recorded from a pre-polished disk of
i-Al70.5Pd21Mn8.5 in the fivefold orientation, cleaned by neon ion sputtering and prolonged
annealing at 800 K. Cleanliness of the samples was ascertained from an absence of an oxide
shoulder on the Al 2p peak, recorded under conditions of extreme surface sensitivity, and the
absence of other contaminants as identified from the entire photoelectron spectrum. Sample
cleaning was repeated about every 2-3 hours. This sputter-annealed sample exhibited a
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core levels; it exhibited a fivefold low energy electron diffraction pattern15, and a fivefold
photoelectron diffraction pattern from the Al 2p, Pd 3d and Mn 2p lines, excited with Mg K a
radiation, as reported in the literature 16.The surface was thus quasiperiodically well ordered.

3. Results and Discussion
a.) Photon energy dependence of the valence band spectral shape
An overview spectrum of a freshly cleaved i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal is displayed in Figure 1,
recorded at a photon energy of 450 eV. The spectrum shows the dominant lines due to the Pd
3d, Al 2p, and valence band states. The region towards the low binding energy side of the Al
2p line contains additional structure, showing up as a progression of peaks. These are
identified as plasmon peaks, superimposed on which is the sharp structure of the Al 2s line.
Similar loss features are shown on the Pd 3d peak; their energy difference to the main line is
about 17 eV, i.e. slightly larger than the bulk plasmon energy of the main constituent of AlPd-Mn, i.e. the Al bulk plasmon with an energy of 15.3eV 17. The Mn 3p level gives rise to
the weak peaks at about 50 eV binding energy. The inset shows the valence level spectrum,
recorded in normal emission at a photon energy of 70 eV, which is characterized by a strong
peak centered around 4 eV below EF, with a broad and smooth shape at higher binding
energies, and a somewhat more intense emission directly at EF. The peak at about 4 eV
binding energy stems from the Pd 4d states 10. Electrons in this level form what has been
termed a "virtual bound state" since they are located within the region of the host Al s-p band
and interact with this band, such that an electron in the d level can be scattered in and out of
this level, making it only virtually bound 18. The 4d states of Pd in i-Al-Pd-Mn are thus fully
occupied, in contrast to Pd metal, where the 4d state emission extends up to the Fermi level.
The intensity between the Pd-derived peak and the Fermi edge has been assigned to states
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calculations of the partial density of states (DOS) 20. A breakdown of the valence level
density of states into many very fine spikes, which is predicted from calculations (see, for
example, the chapter by Hafner in ref. 4) is absent in the photoemission spectra. This is a
general observation (e.g. 8, 10) and not restricted to the case of Al-Pd-Mn. This obvious
discrepancy, i.e. the absence of experimental evidence for a spiky density of states in
photoemission data, was recently studied by Zijlstra and Janssen, who calculated the density
of states in the vertex model of the Penrose tiling, and found that a surface can smoothen out
the spikes.21 Moreover, they calculated the density of states of the ideal three-dimensional
Penrose tiling, and found that the latter does not exhibit spikes in the DOS 22, in contrast to
the two-dimensional case where they occur. Zijlstra and Janssen relate the difference between
their finding and earlier reports to an insufficient number of k points in the evaluation of
periodic approximants used.
The occupation of the valence shell of the constituent atoms of Al-Pd-Mn is [Ne]3s23p1 for
Al, [Kr]4d105s0 for Pd, and [Ar]3d54s2 for Mn. In pure Pd, the d occupation is less than 10,
though, and the Fermi level cuts through the d-band. The Pd 4d states have a node in the
radial distribution of the wave function, while the Mn 3d states have none. This node in the Pd
4d wave function gives rise to the Cooper minimum 23 in the photoionization cross section
that is well known for d states with main quantum number n > 3. The strength of this effect
can be seen in the series of normal emission spectra from i-Al-Pd-Mn, recorded for photon
energies from 70 to 210 eV in Figure 2. The peak centered at 4 eV is strongly suppressed
around photon energies of around 120 eV, before re-emerging at higher photon energies. The
Cooper minimum has been used to obtain information on the electronic structure of metals,
interfaces and alloys early on in photoemission with synchrotron radiation 24, and has been
applied to studies of disordered AuPd alloys, for example25. The photon energy at which the
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around hn = 140 eV in the Au-Pd alloy study, and this shift has been ascribed to spatial
distortions of the Pd 4d wave function in the Au-Pd alloy 26.
At around 120 eV the structure near the Fermi edge is enhanced. In fact, the line shape in this
region appears quite different from that at lower photon energies. The atomic photoionization
cross sections s (hw ) for the valence Al, Pd, and Mn states, calculated within the HartreeFock-Slater scheme by Yeh and Lindau27 are shown on the right-hand side of Figure 2. From
these data it is clear that the Pd 4d and Mn 3d emission should dominate the valence level
photoemission spectrum by more than one order of magnitude in the photon energy region of
Figure 2. The interesting point is the strong difference in cross section between the Pd 4 d and
Mn 3d states. The former exhibits a strong maximum around 50 to 60 eV kinetic energy,
followed by a steep decline by almost two orders of magnitude at around 110 eV, with a
subsequent increase towards higher kinetic energies. This behaviour causes a difference in
intensity from the Pd and Mn states that gives rise to the strong changes in the appearance of
the spectra in Figure 2.
Since the emission from the Pd 4d level is identified to be centered at about 4 eV below EF,
suggesting that there are no Pd d states near EF, we conclude that the Mn 3d level with its d5
occupancy contributes most to the emission near EF. We will identify this contribution in
resonant photoemission in section 3b), and interpret contributions from the s valence states of
Al, Pd, and Mn in section 3c). The shape of the Pd 4d peak appears to have a broad doublet
structure, which is evident in the spectrum at 80 eV, reminiscent of a spin-orbit-like splitting.
Its Lorentzian-like shape, which is expected from the theory of such virtual bound states18,
appears to extend quite close towards the Fermi edge, since there is a pronounced line shape
change from EF down to about 3 eV as the Cooper minimum is approached. Under conditions
where the Pd 4d contribution is suppressed, the spectrum near EF is then representative of the
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the decrease of the Pd peak extends to both the low and high binding energy sides. This
enhances the contributions of the s-p states from Al, Pd and Mn, which in the respective bulk
metals extend to binding energies up to about 11 eV. These are responsible for the slow rise
towards the Pd peak from the side of higher binding energies. Beyond the Cooper minimum,
the intensity in the Pd d region increases again, as expected from the course of the cross
section calculations, which predict a moderate increase beyond the minimum.
b) Resonant valence level photoemission in the region of the Mn L absorption edge
The assignment of the valence region to different atomic species can be put onto a more solid
foundation, through the application of resonant photoemission. Here the ionization cross
section of an outer-shell electron is enhanced as the excitation energy exceeds the threshold of
an inner core level excitation. Resonant photoemission is widely used for the identification of
specific contributions to the valence band; for a recent review, see Laubschat28. The method
is based on strong variations in the photoionization cross section at certain photon energies,
which are due to the configuration mixing of two different states: (i) a continuum final state
representing the outgoing photoelectron and the remaining photohole, and (ii) a discrete
intermediate state populated by a dipole transition and decaying via an Auger process. Since
the probability of transitions into the intermediate state varies dramatically when tuning the
photon energy across a core level threshold, large variations of the cross section are obtained,
known as Fano-Beutler resonances in atomic physics 29. The Auger process involved
represents an element-specific local probe, and thus the cross section variations are
particularly useful to discriminate spectral contributions of different elements in the valence
band photoemission spectra of compounds. This method has been previously applied to
quasicrystals 10, 30, 31 to identify features in the valence bands of Al-Pd-Mn and Al-Cu-Fe
quasicrystalline alloys. In these studies the 3p levels were used; however, these give rise,
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no distinction of the character of states contributing to specific regions of the valence band
could be made. The use of deeper core levels such as the 2p lines induces a stronger resonant
p - d transition, and thus clearer variations in the valence band emission as the 2p threshold is
passed. The intermediate state for detecting manganese contributions is then the 2p53d6
configuration. In view of the deep core levels involved and the generally low flux in this
photon energy region valence level photoemission is often hardly feasible. The high flux
available on our beamline combined with an efficient analyzer permits a recording of Mnderived features upon crossing the Mn L edge (2p excitation) as seen from the data in Figure
3, even though Mn only constitutes a minority species with 8.5 % concentration in i-Al-PdMn. The right-hand vertical spectrum in Figure 3 shows the total electron yield signal as a
function of photon energy, where the Mn 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 absorption lines are clearly visible.
The bottom spectrum on the right-hand side is a valence level spectrum off-resonance, i.e.
below the onset of the Mn 2p excitation, as indicated by the arrow. The valence level spectra
above the bottom one are for different photon energies (solid lines), while the dotted curves
below each valence level spectrum correspond to the difference between each spectrum and
the first, off-resonance one. A broad peak is seen to be emerging near the Fermi energy, and
to be moving towards higher binding energy through the difference spectra with increasing
photon energy; this is the L3VV Auger transition associated with the excitation of the Mn 2p
level. Important for our present purposes is the enhancement of the region immediately below
the Fermi edge, which is clearly observable in the spectra recorded at 642.5 to 646 eV photon
energy, i.e. in the maximum of the Mn 2p absorption. It is largely absent for a photon energy
of 650eV, in the valley between the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 excitation lines. From the difference
spectrum at a photon energy of 646 eV it is obvious that the contribution of the manganese d
electrons to the Al-Pd-Mn valence band occurs in the region from EF up to about 3 eV binding
energy, with a peak at about 1 eV below EF.
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3c.) Contribution of s-p states to the density of states near EF
An important aspect quasicrystal electronic structure investigations has been the identification
of the density of states near EF, and the so-called pseudogap20. Whereas we have utilized
photoionization cross section variations and resonant photoemission for this purpose above,
photoemission offers another means of detecting contributions from different atomic species
to the density of states near EF through a line shape analysis of the core levels of the
constituent atoms. In an earlier investigation, we have addressed the issue of the quasigap
through a joint analysis of line shape of the Al 2p core level, and valence band
photoemission8. Here we analyze the differences in line shape of the Pd 3d and Mn 2p levels
by comparing the bulk metal spectrum with that from an i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal. Core level
lines from metals exhibit a specific asymmetry towards higher binding energies, which arises
from low energy excitations of the Fermi sea of conduction electrons, in the process of the
screening of the photoinduced core hole. Shevchik32 has shown how the asymmetry of the
core level lines may change upon alloying, and how such changes may be interpreted in terms
of differences in the valence level electronic structure. Here we apply such an analysis,
supported by a quantitative evaluation of the line shape asymmetries, to the case of
quasicrystalline i-Al-Pd-Mn. Upon creation of a core hole in a metal, a variety of excitation
processes may take place as a reaction (we follow here Wertheim and Citrin's excellent
review33). The positively charged ion contracts and sets up collective excitations of the
electrons (plasmons), vibrational excitations of the neighboring nuclei (phonons), and excites
electrons from near the Fermi energy into unfilled states to screen the positive charge,
producing electron-hole pairs. It is the understanding of this latter process which marked a
major milestone in the theory of photoemission, and we will try to utilize it here for an
analysis of core level line shapes and their connection with the s-p density of states near EF.
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described by Mahan34, who predicted enhanced absorption above the threshold for excitations
of a core hole into an unoccupied state; this can be thought of as an excitonic process.
Anderson35 noted that an additional process must be considered in the core hole screening
process: since the initial state wave function of each electron in the conduction band is
slightly modified in the core-ionized state. The transition matrix element must contain not
only the overlap of the initial and final state of the core hole that is excited into the conduction
band, but also the overlap of all the other wave functions of the many body system. This
severely reduces the transition strength to states near EF. . A mathematical solution to the
absorption edge problem, containing both the Mahan enhancement and the Anderson
suppression was given by Nozières and de Dominicis 36. They showed that the absorption
coefficient A(E) near threshold has the frequency dependence
Ê 1 ˆbl
A(E) = Á ˜
Ë E¯

(1)

, where E is the energy above threshold (E = 0 at threshold). The screening effects are
contained in the threshold exponents bl through

bl =

2dl
-a
p

(2)

where
Êd ˆ
a = 2Â (2l + 1)Á l ˜
Ëp ¯
l

(3)

Here l is the orbital quantum number. The first term in (2) corresponds to Mahan's excitonic
enhancement, while the second, the asymmetry parameter a, accounts for Anderson'
suppression. The presence of the "impurity", i.e. then core -ionized atom, on the wave
functions of the conduction electrons scattered from the ion, is described by the Friedel phase
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phase shifts are constrained by the Friedel sum rule
Êd ˆ
Z = 2Â (2l + 1)Á l ˜
Ëp ¯
l

(4)

where the screening charge Z is unity for x-ray absorption, -emission, and photoemission.
Depending on the sign of the scattering phase shifts, bl may be positive or negative, and this
strongly affects the shape of the edge in x-ray absorption.
In a photoemission experiment, a fast photoelectron with an energy well above the conduction
band is created, such that the excitonic Mahan term in (2) does not contribute. We can
therefore concentrate on a discussion of the second term a, which may be deduced directly
from the core level photoemission line shape.
The essential physics of electron-hole response in the x-ray photoemission spectrum from a
metal can be grasped in a perturbational approach by Hopfield38, who considered the effect of
a suddenly applied potential on a Fermi gas. The short-rage part of the potential is assumed to
have constant matrix elements V0 between s states close to EF. Perturbation theory then shows
that the transition probability for excitations of energy E is proportional to V02/E2. For small
excitations the density of electron-hole pairs is N02E, where N0 is the density of states at EF.
The average number of electron-hole pairs is then given by
Ec

E

c
V2
dE
n = Ú ( 02 )(N02 E)dE = V02 N02 Ú
E
E
0
0

(5)

where Ec is an energy cutoff. There is thus a logarithmic divergence as E approaches = 0, i.e.
an infrared catastrophe. For a situation where V02N02 is a constant B in the region 0< E > Ec,
the spectrum of excitations has a simple solution
Ê 1 ˆ 1- B
f (E) = Á ˜
Ë E¯

(6)
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connection between the screening charges and the scattering phase shifts. The expression of
the total screening charge can be broken down into the screening charges for each orbital
quantum number l through the Friedel sum rule (4), which in terms of the screening charges ql
becomes
Ê dl ˆ

Â q = Â 2(2l + 1)ÁË p ˜¯
l

(7)

We can then combine this with the expression for the asymmetry parameter a to obtain a
direct connection between the phase shifts and the screening charges

a=Â

ql
2(2l + 1)

(8)

Thus since a contains the squares of the screening charges, it is possible to interpret the
exponent (1-B) in eq. 6 in a simple physical way. A weak, attractive potential acting on the
electrons in the conduction band lowers their energy with respect to the Fermi level, such that
an additional charge V0N0 can be accommodated. However, this direct connection between the
screening charges and the asymmetry parameter depends on the assumption of a constant
density of states over an appreciable energy range near EF. The influence of different shapes
of the density of states near EF on the shape of the core level line was calculated numerically
by Wertheim and Walker 39, showing that a constant DOS and one which follows the freeelectron-like case (i.e. a √E behaviour) are very similar. Other shapes, in particular a finite
range of the DOS above EF were found to have a strong influence on the line shape.
A useful result, which has found a widespread application in core level photoemission, is the
description of the asymmetric line shape in a closed form by Doniach and Sunjiç40. They
combine the power law dependence with a finite hole state lifetime g to arrive at a spectral
function f(E)
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f (E) =

G(1- a) cos[pa / 2 + (1- a )arctan(E / g )]
2
2 (1-a) / 2
(E + g )

(9)

where G is the Gamma function. For a = 0 f(E) is a Lorentzian, and for E/g>> 1 the power
law form is obtained. The Doniach-Sunjic line shape describes the asymmetry of core level
lines reasonably well in many cases, although there are some serious discrepancies in the case
of some transition metals. Pd is a case in point; here a description assuming an almost filled
rectangular conduction band is much better39. As for the simple metals, the magnitudes of a
for the cases of Na, Mg and Al agrees well with a reasoning on the basis of the principles laid
out above, taking into account the relative magnitude of the phase shifts, with a being largest
for Na with a wide unoccupied s-band. The unoccupied density of states for Mg, and even
more so for Al, is more p-like and hence a is smaller. However, in general the dependence of
the asymmetry parameter a on the screening charges and thus on the phase shifts (eq. 7 and 8)
renders a prediction of this parameter difficult, and indeed inhibits an interpretation of the
states involved in core hole screening, such that only upper and lower limits for a have been
identified in a few cases (Hüfner and Wertheim).
Bearing these basic ideas in mind, let use examine the core level line shapes of the constituent
atoms in i-Al-Pd-Mn. We rely here on a comparison of core level lines in the pure metal and
the quasicrystalline alloy, such that atomic parameters such as the phase shifts mentioned
above are not likely to be much different. In a previous publication, we have analyzed the
shape of the Al 2p line 8 in terms of a Doniach-Sunjic function, and for surface-sensitive
conditions found a value for a very close to that for clean Al metal. For more bulk-sensitive
conditions a decrease of a was observed, which was interpreted as indicating that metallicity
was restricted to the surface region. The situation is entirely different for the Pd 3d core level,
in that a large difference in asymmetry is observed between the quasicrystalline Al-Pd-Mn
and the metallic Pd phase. The spectra from i-Al-Pd-Mn are shown for several photon
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top spectrum was recorded using a Mg Ka laboratory x-ray source, from a polycrystalline
sample of pure Pd cleaned by ion bombardment, at a resolution of about 0.75 eV. While the
difference in resolution clearly affects the observed line width, it is quite obvious even
without line shape analysis that the Pd lines from the Al-Pd-Mn sample are quite symmetric,
compared to the pronounced asymmetry of the line from the metallic sample. In order to
quantify this information, we have subjected both data sets to a line shape analysis based on a
nonlinear least-squares fitting routine using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm41. The model
function is a spin-orbit split Doniach-Sunjic function, convoluted with a Gaussian to model
instrumental, thermal, and inhomogeneous broadening, and a third-order polynomial
background plus a Shirley-type step function42 to model the inelastically scattered electrons.
The results of this line shape analysis are shown in Figure 5, together with the separate
components of the model function. The residuum is shown beneath each spectrum, scaled to
the statistical error which is given by the upper and lower straight line. It shows that the
model function gives a good description of the experimental data in both cases, with only
small systematic deviations from the zero line.
The results of the line shape analysis yield the following results. For pure Pd metal, the
lifetime broadening g is 210 meV, and the asymmetry parameter a is 0.18, somewhat lower
than the value derived from a study using monochromatized AlKa radiation by Wertheim and
Citrin 33 for pure Pd. This line shape analysis is made difficult by a possible influence of lowlying excitations on the high binding energy side. The Pd 3d line shape from i-Al-Pd-Mn is
best described by a lifetime broadening of 171 meV , and an asymmetry parameter of a =
0.03 with a confidence interval of 0.02, i.e. very close to zero. This strong decrease in the
asymmetry parameter shows the virtual absence of Pd-derived valence states in the vicinity of
EF. Not only does this refer to the Pd 4d states, which give rise to the peak located about 4 eV
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which cannot be separated from the contributions of Al and Mn states in the vicinity of EF by
direct observation of the valence level spectrum. The line shape of the Pd 3d core level
reveals the absence of these states in an indirect yet straightforward manner, a point that is
discussed in more detail in connection with the contributions of the Mn states to the region
around EF below. Our data agree with those by Fournée et al. 14 who find a reduction of a
from 0.21 in metallic Pd to 0.05 in the fractured or sputter-annealed i-Al-Pd-Mn, recorded
with Mg Ka radiation.
A similar analysis can be applied to the Mn 2p core level line. Data for this line from i-Al-PdMn are shown in Figure 6 (only the Mn 2p 3/2 is displayed), together with the results from a
fit using again the Doniach-Sunjic line shape, as for the Pd data in Figure 5. The spectrum
was recorded well above threshold, but in view of its minority species character the peak
resides on a fairly large sloping background; however, the background shape is almost linear
in this region such that a disturbing influence on the derivation of the line shape parameters is
unlikely. The lifetime broadening g is 151 meV, and the asymmetry parameter turns out to
be a = 0.135 . Unfortunately, it is not straightforward to compare this number with the
asymmetry of the Mn 2p line in bulk metallic Mn. The line shape in published data recorded
with monochromatized Al Ka radiation43, shows a large asymmetry. We have numerically
extracted the data from the published literature, analyzed them using our routine, and find a
large asymmetry, a = 0.36. This number must be regarded with caution, first of all in view of
its overall large value, and second since the residual shows appreciable deviations from the
Doniach-Sunjic line shape. In fact, it appears from recent bulk metallic Mn spectra recorded
with high resolution by means of synchrotron radiation, that the main Mn 2p line is
accompanied by a satellite line at about 1 eV higher binding energy 44. The physical origin of
this satellite is not known at present. If its origin can be related to an interaction of the
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to its disappearance and hence mimic a large reduction in a in the latter that is not related to
the ground state density of valence states. For the moment, this question must remain
unanswered. The asymmetry parameter in the AlMn alloy, derived from the 3s level using
monochromatized AlKa radiation, is a = 0.2445, considerably larger than the value reported
here for Al-Pd-Mn, suggesting that the density of states in this alloy may be lower than in
bulk Mn but not as low as in the quasicrystal.
To what extent can the changes in asymmetry parameter be related to the specific electronic
structure of a quasicrystal, i.e. the presence of a pseudogap? In a systematic study of several
different quasicrystals and approximants, Fournee et al. have recently compared the Mn 2p,
Ni 2p and Co 2p lines with those of the respective bulk metals46. They find a systematic trend
such that the asymmetry parameters are smallest in the quasicrystalline phases. This is
attributed to the reduction in the density of states at EF by the pseudogap. They also find an
increasing asymmetry with enhanced surface sensitivity14. A similar effect had been seen in
the Al 2p line in cleaved i-Al-Pd-Mn by Neuhold et al. indicating an enhanced metallic
character in the bulk of the quasicrystal. The trend in the data of Fournee et al46, and variations in asymmetry of the Mn 2p line in compounds such as cubic Al57Pd36Mn7 (a = 0.43) and
icosahedral Al72Pd19.5Mn8.5 (a = 0.18), and similar differences between the cubic and
icosahedral surface of Al72Pd19.5Mn8.5, render it implausible to assign such trends to a dilution
of the Mn atoms in the alloy matrix. However, the interpretation of a low value of a in the
quasicrystalline phase, in terms of the reduction of the density of states through the
occurrence of a pseudogap at EF is also not without problems. The reduction in the density of
states below EF through the pseudogap (and it is only a reduction) covers an energy region of
a few hundred meV, depending on the function that is used to model the shape of the
pseudogap. Stadnik et al.7, in their high resolution photoemission study of Al-Cu-Fe, Al-Pd-
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pseudogap, and find the width of the pseudogap to be between 0.22 and 0.34 eV. The
asymmetry in core level lines, on the other hand, extends over several eV, such that a narrow
pseudogap would only have an influence on the line shape in a region of comparable width.
The large reduction in asymmetry in the Pd 3d line thus suggests that the levels involved in
screening are removed from EF by a large amount, on the order of 1 eV or more. The resonant
photoemission data in Figure 3, and the enhancement of the valence band region near EF in
the spectra of Figure 2, demonstrate that the Mn 3d states extend very close up to the Fermi
level. Hensch et al.47 have suggested that the Mn 3d band is shifted downwards by 0.9 eV
from EF, through an analysis of CVV Auger data. While the center of gravity of the Mn 3d
band may be shifted downwards by this amount, the data in Figures 2 and 3 nevertheless show
that it actually does extend up to EF.
In summary, data for i-Al-Pd-Mn obtained from cross-sectional variations in the region of the
Cooper minimum, from resonant photoemission in the region of the Mn 2p threshold, and the
consideration of core level line shape changes provide important insight into the contributions
of the electronic levels from the different atomic species to the valence band of this
quasicrystal.
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- 18 Figure Captions
Figure 1

Overview spectrum of a freshly cleaved Al-Pd-Mn sample, recorded at a

photon energy of 450 eV. Note the Al 2p and Pd 3d emission and the intense plasmon satellite
lines on the high binding energy side of the Al2p peak. The shape of the valence level
spectrum, recorded at a photon energy of 70 eV is shown in the inset.
Figure 2

(left): Series of normal emission spectra from a freshly cleaved i-Al-Pd-Mn

sample, recorded at normal emission for photon energies form 70 to 210 eV. The peak which
is strongly suppressed at higher photon energies is attributed to emission form the Pd 4d level.
(right): atomic photoionization cross sections s (hw ) for the Al, Pd and Mn states, calculated
within the Hartree-Fock-Slater scheme by Yeh and Lindau27 , showing the strong Cooper
minimum in the Pd 4d line.
Figure 3

Set of (horizontal) valence level spectra from i-Al-Pd-Mn in the region of the

Mn L threshold, plotted against the (vertical) absorption spectrum recorded in total electron
yield against photon energy, with the Mn 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 absorption lines clearly visible. The
dotted curves below each valence level spectrum correspond to the difference between each
spectrum and the first, off-resonance one. The broad peak emerging near the Fermi energy at
about 643 eV photon energy, which moves towards higher binding energy through the
difference spectra with increasing photon energy, relates to the Auger transition associated
with the excitation of the Mn 2p level.
Figure 4

Pd 3d core level spectra. Top: pure Pd metal (top), recorded with

monochromatized AlKa laboratory source radiation. Lower spectra: Pd 3d lines from a
freshly cleaved i-Al-Pd-Mn quasicrystal recorded with synchrotron radiation at the photon
energies indicated (see text).
Figure 5

Analysis of the Pd 3d core level line shape from a freshly cleaved i-Al-Pd-Mn

sample, recorded at a photon energy of 490 eV, using the procedure described in the text. The

- 19 data below the spectrum give the residual, with the upper and lower line indicating the scatter
expected from the counting statistics
Figure 6

Analysis of the Mn 2p core level line shape from a freshly cleaved i-Al-Pd-Mn

sample, recorded at a photon energy of 700 eV, using the procedure described in the text.
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